DATA SHEET

CONNECT 4s

Professional calls for flexible working.
Engineered for amazing audio wherever you go.
Sound your best, wherever you’re working

Increased flexibility with Bluetooth®

Clear, collaborative calls are essential for flexible
working. Jabra Connect 4s combines office-grade clarity
with portability, transforming your work calls, wherever
you are. And because working from home shouldn’t
be all work, work, work, it’s great for music too.

With Bluetooth connectivity, you can easily connect to
any Bluetooth enabled device, for maximum flexibility.
Link your Connect 4s with any smartphone, laptop,
or tablet, and effortlessly connect with colleagues
in professional-grade clarity.

Next-level call quality

Portable professionalism

Make everything crystal-clear, with Jabra Connect 4s.
With great sound from the world leaders in professionalgrade audio, you can turn any space into your own
personal meeting room. Transform every call by
making things easier on the ear. For everyone.

With a slim design, and weighing less than 7oz, this
powerful little speakerphone is also extremely portable.
So you can take the world-leading audio expertise of
Jabra with you, wherever you need to work. It even
comes with a smart, protective travel case.

Amazing music quality

No setup required

When you’re not on calls, the rich, premium sound
of the Connect 4s also makes it a great all-round speaker
for music and other media. Perfect for when you need
a little background music while you work.

It couldn’t be easier to get going with your Connect 4s.
Just plug in the USB, or connect via Bluetooth to your
PC, tablet, or smartphone, and you’re all set. It’s also
compatible with all your favorite meeting apps.

Added mobility for your meetings

Up to 15 hours talk time

Because better ideas happen when you’re free to move,
Connect 4s features a powerful microphone that picks
up your voice in fine detail from up to 4.9 feet away.
So you’re no longer chained to your desk on calls.

Call running over? If you’re connecting via Bluetooth,
the rechargeable battery in your Connect 4s lasts up to
15 hours. With the automatic power-off feature, standby
time is up to 200 days. And, when you do need to replenish,
it’s fully back up to speed in around 2 hours.

Fast access to your voice assistant
Simply tap the Smart button* on your Connect 4s to instantly
link up with Siri, Cortana, or Google Assistant. Call your
contacts, play music, and more, without missing a beat.
*Setup required in Jabra Direct

HOW TO CONNECT

HOW TO PAIR
with Bluetooth® enabled devices
1. Tap power to switch on
2. Hold (2 sec) the
Bluetooth button
3. Follow the voice
instructions to pair
to your device
Plug the Connect 4s USB cable
into your PC or connect via
Bluetooth to your device.

Mute microphone

Battery level

Bluetooth button

To pair: hold 2 sec
To disconnect/connect: tap x1

Volume down

Volume up

Smart button*

Voice assistant (smartphones)
or Speed dial (PC)

Answer call

End/reject call
Power on/off

Connectivity

Ease of use

Accessories

FEATURES

BENEFITS

USB-A cable

Easy connectivity to your PC or laptop with no setup required

Bluetooth

Connect to your laptop, smartphone or tablet

Omnidirectional microphone

Powerful microphone picks up your voice in fine detail from up to 4.9ft away

Wideband audio

High-quality audio for the best possible sound

Digital Signal Processing
(DSP) technology

Crystal-clear sound without echoes or distorted sounds even at maximum volume level

Battery time

Up to 15 hours battery life

Touch controls

Answer and end calls, adjust volume, mute microphone, and access your voice assistant, directly
from the speakerphone

Smart button

Customize the Smart button using Jabra Direct** software to link up with Siri®, Cortana or Google
AssistantTM

Jabra travel pouch

Travel pouch included to protect your speakerphone on the go

*Setup required in Jabra Direct
**Download for free at jabra.com/direct
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